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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applicant Name</th>
<th>Bay Area Good Jobs Partnership for Equity (BAGJPE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Phase 1 Concept Proposal:**
The collective vision of the Bay Area High Road Transition Collaborative (BA-HRTC) in the planning phase of CERF is to **re-envision regional economic development planning**, centered around the values of **equity, high-road employment, sustainability and climate resilience**, and **shaped by workers and impacted community/members themselves**.

Goals in the planning phase include the following:
1. Create a long-lasting and sustainable regional economic development infrastructure that will empower communities across the Bay to participate in and lead equitable, high-road climate and economic development projects.
2. Build worker-industry partnerships that elevate worker voices and identify demand-side strategies to set industry standards that improve job quality, racial and gender equity, and climate resilience.
3. Invest in a sub-regional planning model, identifying distinct geographic clusters for economic development planning within the Bay Area where stakeholders seek to collaborate with each other.
4. Emphasize grassroots leadership of workers, people of color, immigrants, and historically disinvested communities to shape the collaborative structure, decision-making processes, and outcomes of the program.
5. Ensure authentic and meaningful community engagement throughout the CERF process – co-developed with the public, community members and workers from start to finish, not just demonstrating support at the end of the process.
6. Design pilot projects that embody racial, economic and environmental justice, reflect community priorities, address racialized wealth inequality, and promote access to clean air, clean water, outdoor space and nutritious food.
7. Leverage existing economic and workforce development efforts, such as existing High Road Training Partnerships focused on, or with a presence in, the Bay Area.

**Collective Partnership Agreement Partners:**
All Home is the BA-HRTC’s Regional Convenor. All Home advances regional solutions that disrupt cycles of poverty and homelessness, redress racial disparities, and create more economic mobility opportunities for people with extremely low incomes. As convener of BA-HRTC, All Home will provide staffing support to BA-HRTC and coordinate contracted research partners and facilitation, technical assistance, and other consulting support. The Bay Area Good Jobs Partnership for Equity (BAGJPE), an association of ten workforce development boards (WDBs) and regional workforce...
planning units across the nine-county Bay Area region, will be the Fiscal Agent for BA-HRTC, with the San Francisco Office of Economic and Workforce Development (SFOEWD) as the Fiscal Lead. BAGJPE – an association with one hundred percent of boundaries overlapping the Bay Area CERF region – includes Alameda County WDB, WDB of Contra Costa County, NOVAworks, Oakland WDB, Richmond WDB, WDB of Solano County, work2future, SFOEWD and Workforce Alliance of the North Bay (Marin and Sonoma). BAGJPE/SFOEWD will provide contracts administration staffing and infrastructure to BA-HRTC. Over the past several months, All Home, as the Regional Convenor, has facilitated a process bringing together a diverse group of stakeholders from across the region and representing a variety of groups and sectors. There are [xx] signatories to the Partnership Agreement letter.

### Project Description:
Over the course of the 24-month planning process, the BA-HRTC will: Stand up project staffing and infrastructure (by end of month 1); Finalize the HRTC governance structure and complete the Planning Phase Plan (by end of month 2); Conduct research and analysis in alignment with HRTC vision and values (by end of Q2); Conduct a public input process (Q2 through 6); Convene inclusive tables and community visioning processes (ongoing); and Complete the Regional Plan (Economic Development and Transition Road Map) (by end of the grant period). In addition to producing required Planning Phase deliverables, the BA-HRTC will hold itself accountable using measurable metrics of success or Planning Phase outcomes:

1. BA-HRTC will create a governance structure that is representative of and accountable to all stakeholders and disinvested communities.
2. BA-HRTC will ensure that participation and decision making by disinvested communities is built into the governance structure and is ongoing throughout the CERF process.
3. BA-HRTC will ensure that planning resources are allocated equitably across the subregions of the Bay Area.
4. BA-HRTC will create multiple accessible opportunities for the general public to learn about and participate in the CERF process, including in-person and virtual events and surveys.
5. BA-HRTC will ensure that investment recommendations coming out of the planning phase include measurable, actionable goals and strategies related to climate resilience, carbon emissions reduction, creation of quality high-road jobs and expanding access to quality jobs.

### Outreach and Engagement Plan:
The Bay Area High Road Transition Collaborative (BA-HRTC) has developed a statement of purpose that includes a new vision for regional economic development planning shaped by workers and impacted community members. The group’s adopted principles emphasize meaningful outreach and engagement. “Meaningful engagement” means engagement designed to build a durable and lasting structure for community planning. The Regional Plan and associated investment strategies will be co-developed with community- and worker-led organizations. Engagement is essential to the success of the CERF planning process and will be critical for the success of the implementation phase as well. The goal of the community engagement process will be not only to solicit input, but also to build the capacity, leadership, and knowledge of community members as they develop their own recommendations. Community members will have meaningful decision-making authority so that they are not passive participants, but rather active agents in shaping the vision for the future of their community and the region.